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A key issue regarding the speciation of Al3+ in serum is how well the ligands citric acid and phosphate can compete
with the iron transport protein serum transferrin for the aluminum. Previous studies have attempted to measure
binding constants for each ligand separately, but experimental problems make it very difficult to obtain stability
constants with the accuracy required to make a meaningful comparison between these ligands. In this study,
effective binding constants for Al−citrate and Al−phosphate at pH 7.4 have been determined using difference UV
spectroscopy to monitor the direct competition between these ligands and transferrin. The analysis of this competition
equilibrium also includes the binding of citrate and phosphate as anions to apotransferrin. The effective binding
constants are 1011.59 for the 1:1 Al−citrate complexes and 1014.90 for the 1:2 Al−citrate complexes. The effective
binding constant for the 1:2 Al−phosphate complex is 1012.02. No 1:1 Al−phosphate complex was detected. Speciation
calculations based on these effective binding constants indicate that, at serum concentrations of citrate and phosphate,
citrate will be the primary low-molecular-mass ligand for aluminum. Formal stability constants for the Al−citrate
system have also been determined by potentiometric methods. This equilibrium system is quite complex, and
information from both electrospray mass spectrometry and difference UV experiments has been used to select the
best model for fitting the potentiometric data. The mass spectra contain peaks that have been assigned to complexes
having aluminum:citrate stoichiometries of 1:1, 1:2, 2:2, 2:3, and 3:3. The difference UV results were used to
determine the stability constant for Al(H-1cta)-, which was then used in the least-squares fitting of the potentiometric
data to determine stability constants for Al(Hcta)+, Al(cta), Al(cta)2

3-, Al(H-1cta)(cta)4-, Al2(H-1cta)2
2-, and

Al3(H-1cta)3(OH)4-.

Introduction

Because aluminum is so abundant in the Earth’s crust and
is so widely used in modern technology, the general
population is exposed to relatively high levels of this metal.1,2

Healthy adults are well protected against toxicity from
ingested aluminum by the very low absorption of this metal
internally and by the efficient removal of Al3+ from the blood
via the kidneys.3,4 However, aluminum toxicity is observed
when these protective mechanisms fail. This was most clearly
demonstrated in the 1970s by the appearance of severe

neurological disorders among long-term dialysis patients
(dialysis dementia).5,6 This effect was eventually linked to a
combination of intestinal absorption of aluminum from
phosphate-binding drugs and the transfer of aluminum from
the dialysis solution across the dialysis membrane directly
into the blood. Aluminum toxicity has also been observed
in infants, whose kidney function is not fully developed.7-9

There has been considerable debate over a possible role for
aluminum in the development of Alzheimer’s disease10-13
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and other neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.4

As the significance of aluminum toxicity has become
apparent, considerable attention has been given to defining
the chemical speciation of the Al3+ ion in human serum.
Several fractionation studies have reported the distribution
of Al3+ ions between proteins and low-molecular-mass
(LMM) ligands. Most of the earlier studies reported that
∼80% of the aluminum in serum was bound to proteins.14-20

As methodologies have improved, this figure has tended to
increase to∼90%.21-27 It now appears that essentially all
the high-molecular-mass aluminum in serum is bound to the
iron transport protein transferrin.22-24,26-31

Transferrin consists of two similar lobes. Each lobe is
further divided into two domains, with a high-affinity metal-
binding site located within a cleft between the two domains.
The Fe3+ ion in each lobe is coordinated to four ligands from
protein side chains: two tyrosine phenolic groups, an
imidazole group from one histidine residue, and the car-
boxylate side chain of an aspartic acid.32,33The fifth and sixth
coordination sites on the Fe3+ ion are occupied by a bidentate
carbonate anion derived from the buffer that is called the
synergistic anion.

No crystal structure has been reported for the Al-
transferrin complex, but it is highly likely that the Al3+ ion
binds in essentially the same manner as that of the Fe3+ ion.

Apotransferrin (apotf) binds two Al3+ ions that compete with
the Fe3+ ion for the same binding sites.34 Difference UV
studies confirm that the Al3+ ion binds to tyrosine side
chains,34,35and13C NMR studies have shown that the binding
of the Al3+ ion involves the binding of a synergistic car-
bonate anion.36,37 Last, small-angle X-ray scattering studies
indicate that aluminum binding causes an overall protein
conformational change that is similar to that caused by iron
binding.38

The speciation within the LMM fraction of serum alumi-
num is not well established. Normal serum contains only
∼0.1-0.3µM of aluminum,6,31,39,40and contamination from
adventitious aluminum is a constant problem. In addition,
the LMM complexes are relatively labile, so that the
speciation can be altered by separation methods such as
electrophoresis. These problems have been reviewed by van
Landeghem et al.,41 who concluded that there is no reliable
analytical method for identifying the LMM aluminum
complexes in serum.

Because of these difficulties, there have been several
attempts to calculate the speciation of aluminum using the
stability constants of the Al3+ ion with the chelating agents
present in serum.34,42-46 However, these calculations have
been hampered by uncertainties regarding the aluminum-
binding constants for key serum complexing agents such as
citrate (cta) and phosphate.47 In this study, effective aluminum-
binding constants for both phosphate and citrate have been
determined at pH 7.4 by direct competition between these
ligands and transferrin, using difference UV spectroscopy
to monitor the distribution of the aluminum between the
ligands and the protein at concentrations that are close to
clinical serum aluminum levels. This has produced a new,
internally consistent set of binding constants for transferrin,
citrate, and phosphate that have been used to assess the
relative importance of citrate and phosphate, with respect to
the complexation of aluminum in serum.
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Experimental Section

Materials. Analytical-reagent-grade citric acid and sodium
dihydrogen phosphate were purchased and used without further
purification. Carbonate-free potassium hydroxide solutions were
prepared from Dilut-It ampules, using freshly deionized water. All
potassium hydroxide solutions were standardized by titrations of
primary standard potassium hydrogen phthalate. The absence of
carbonate in the potassium hydroxide solutions was confirmed by
Gran’s plots.48 Stock solutions of aluminum were prepared by
dissolving the reagent-grade chloride salt in 100 mM hydrochloric
acid. The aluminum solutions were standardized by eluting a known
volume through a strong cationic exchange column and titrating
the eluant with a standardized potassium hydroxide solution.
Apotransferrin (apoTf) was purchased from Sigma and purified as
previously described.49 Concentrations of apoTf solutions were
determined from the absorbance at 278 nm, using a molar extinction
coefficient of 93 000 M-1 cm-1.

Difference UV Titrations. All difference UV titrations were
performed in 0.1 MN-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-ethanesulfonic
acid (Hepes) at pH 7.4. The cuvettes were maintained at 25°C by
an external circulating water bath. UV spectra were recorded using
a modernized Cary model 14 spectrophotometer that was running
the OLIS operating system. The methods for titrating apoTf with
anions49-51 and for titrating a metal-transferrin complex with a
chelating agent52,53 have been reported. A detailed description of
the methods is given in the Supporting Information. The only sig-
nificant difference from previous studies is that two different titrant
solutions were used in each experiment. A more dilute titrant was
used initially to provide more data points for the early part of the
titration, whereas a more concentrated titrant was used near the
end of the titration to force the binding reaction toward saturation.

The various binding equilibria involving transferrin, aluminum,
and the competing ligands can be described by the general equation

where L represents the ligand (either citrate or phosphate) and Tf
represents transferrin. It is presumed that a synergistic carbonate
anion is bound concomitantly with each Al3+ ion; however, for
simplicity, the carbonate is not shown in eq 1. For each species in
the system, there is an effective binding constant, which is defined
as

The asterisk denotes that these are effective binding constants, which
are valid only at the experimental pH and bicarbonate concentration.
Nonlinear least-squares fits of the difference UV titration data were
used to calculate effective binding constants for Al-citrate and Al-
phosphate, as described in the Results section.

Potentiometric Titrations. Potentiometric titrations were per-
formed using a thermostated glass titration cell that was maintained
at 25°C by an external circulating water bath. All titrations were
performed under an argon atmosphere. The ionic strength of all

solutions was adjusted to 0.10 M by the addition of 1.0 M KNO3.
The pH was measured with an Accumet model 25 pH meter
equipped with a combination electrode. The pH meter was calibrated
as previously described54 to read the value of-log [H+] directly,
rather than the hydrogen ion activity.

The titrations were conducted using a computer-controlled
autotitrator that added an aliquot of titrant, stirred the contents of
the titration cell, and monitored the pH versus time. When the pH
drift fell below 0.001 pH unit per minute, the final pH was recorded
and the buret was prompted for the next addition of the titrant. In
some experiments, the pH drift criterion was set to 0.0005 pH unit
per minute; however, this change in the autotitrator settings had
no discernible effect on the resulting binding constants. No data
point with an equilibration time of>1 h was included in the
calculations. A set of ligand protonation constants was determined
from titrations of citrate alone. Al-citrate binding constants were
obtained from titrations of samples with aluminum concentrations
of 1-4 mM and a citrate:Al3+ ratio of either 1:1 or 2:1.

The complexation equilibria for the Al-citrate system are
described by a set of formal equilibrium constants of the form

where the indicesi, j, andk represent the stoichiometric coefficients
for the three reactants. The citrate species cta3- in the denominator
of eq 3 refers to a free citrate molecule in which all three carboxylate
groups are deprotonated. However, citrate binding to the Al3+ ion
involves coordination and deprotonation of the central alcoholic
group. Thus, within an aluminum complex, the trianionic ligand is
coordinated via the central carboxylate and alkoxide groups and
one terminal carboxylate group, with an uncoordinated terminal
carboxylic acid.55-59 The dangling, terminal carboxylic acid also
deprotonates with no change in the Al coordination mode as the
pH increases; this form of the ligand is designated as H-1cta4-.

Least-Squares Fitting. Both the difference UV data and the
potentiometric data were analyzed by a nonlinear least-squares
method, using customized versions of the general nonlinear least-
squares program ORGLES.60 Each data set was fit by first defining
a model, which consisted of a specific set of complex species, each
of which was described by an appropriate binding constant. All
models included the set of aluminum hydrolysis constantsâ10-n of
-5.46,-10.04,-15.74, and-23.49 forn ) 1-4 from Baes and
Mesmer61 as fixed parameters. The quality of each fit was judged
by a goodness-of-fit parameter, defined as

whereYobsandYcalc are the observed and calculated values of either
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absorptivity or pH,nobs is the number of observations, andnp is
the number of adjustable parameters. Both programs used here have
been used in several previous studies.34,50,54,62-64

Mass Spectrometry Studies.Mass spectra of Al-citrate solu-
tions were recorded on a JEOL model Mstation spectrometer using
electrospray ionization-mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS). Spectra
were recorded at a mass resolution of 2500, with an accelerator
voltage of 5.0 kV, a lens voltage of 73 V, an orifice temperature
of 100 °C, and a desolvation temperature of 200°C. The mass
spectrometer was calibrated with CsI.

In one set of experiments, aqueous solutions of 1 mM aluminum
trichloride (AlCl3) and either 1 or 2 mM citric acid were mixed
and adjusted to a pH value of 2.3-8 by the addition of ammonium
hydroxide. The samples were allowed to equilibrate overnight, after
which a final solution pH was measured. The equilibrated samples
were then filtered through a 0.45µm syringe filter and introduced
into the mass spectrometer by continuous infusion at a rate of 100
µL per minute. Each spectrum was the average of seven scans.

In a second set of experiments, an aqueous aliquot of AlCl3 was
added to 20 mL of 500µM citric acid. The pH was immediately
adjusted to 7.4( 0.2 with NH4OH, and mass spectra were recorded
as a function of time over a period of several hours. Time-dependent
mass spectra were recorded for samples with total aluminum
concentrations of 100, 50, and 20µM.

Results

Anion-Transferrin Binding Constants. Samples of
apoTf in 0.1 M Hepes were titrated with both phosphate and
citrate, and the resulting families of difference UV spectra
are shown in Figures S2 and S3 in the Supporting Informa-
tion. The spectra were essentially identical with those
reported previously for phosphate and several other an-
ions.65,66The absorbance of the negative difference UV peak
near 245 nm was converted to an absorptivity by dividing
the absorbance by the analytical concentration of transferrin.
Titration curves were prepared by plotting the absorptivity
versus the cumulative concentration of anion in the cuvette
and are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information.

Previous studies on anion binding to transferrin have
shown that one anion binds to each lobe of apoTf.51,66Thus,
each anion-transferrin titration curve was fit by a nonlinear
least-squares method, using three adjustable parameters: the
equilibrium constants for the binding of two anions to the
protein (â011

/ and â012
/ ), and the molar absorptivity of the

anion-transferrin complex (∆εM). The final set of anion-
transferrin binding constants have been converted to the
stepwise binding constantsK1 ) â011

/ and K2 ) â012
/ /â011

/

and are listed in Table 1.
The titrations of Al-transferrin described below were

conducted in the presence of 5 mM carbonate, to duplicate
the conditions under which the Al-transferrin binding con-

stants were originally measured. Thus, before the measured
anion-transferrin binding constants were included in fitting
the Al-transferrin titration data, they were corrected for the
presence of carbonate using the procedures previously
described.51 The corrected constants are listed in Table 1.

Titrations of Al -Transferrin with Citrate. The Al-
transferrin complex was first formed by the addition of 0.8
equiv of Al3+ to apoTf, and then it was titrated with
sequential aliquots of citrate to generate the set of difference
UV spectra shown in Figure 1.

The aluminum-binding constant of the C-terminal site is
approximately a factor of 10 larger than that of the N-
terminal site;34 therefore, most of the aluminum initially binds
to the C-terminal site. The initial spectrum shows the positive
peak at 240 nm for this Al-transferrin complex. As the
titration proceeds, the aluminum is removed from the protein
and replaced by citrate, generating the negative difference
UV peak of the (cta)2-transferrin complex.

Previous studies have shown that nonsynergistic anions
and bicarbonate compete for the same anion-binding sites
on apoTf, and they show that occupancy of a site by a
nonsynergistic anion prevents metal binding at that site.51
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Table 1. Anion-Apotransferrin Binding Constants

[HCO3
-] (mM) log K1 log K2 ∆εM (M-1 cm-1)

Citrate
0.17 4.17( 0.01 3.78(0.02 6800( 120
5a 3.76 3.37

Phosphate
0.17 3.99( 0.01 2.73( 0.03 6800( 160
5a 3.58 2.32

a Constants obtained by adjusting the experimental binding constants from
a bicarbonate concentration of 0.17 mM to 5 mM.

Figure 1. Difference UV spectra generated by the titration of Al-
transferrin with citrate in 0.1 M Hepes at pH 7.4. The dotted line is a baseline
of apoTf vs apoTf. [Al3+] ) 12 µM; [ApoTf] ) 15 µM. Cumulative
concentration of citrate for each spectrum is as follows: curve 1, 0 mM;
curve 2, 0.0443 mM; curve 3, 0.0881 mM; curve 4, 0.1316 mM; curve 5,
0.2003 mM; curve 6, 0.2682 mM; curve 7, 0.3433 mM; curve 8, 0.4255
mM; curve 9, 0.5063 mM; curve 10, 0.6250 mM; curve 11, 0.7787 mM;
and curve 12, 0.9274 mM.
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On the basis of these observations, the interactions among
citrate, aluminum, and transferrin can be represented by
Scheme 1. For simplicity, the scheme represents only one
binding site rather than the two sites of apoTf.

The scheme shows that an anionic ligand such as citrate
can affect Al-transferrin binding in two ways. One way is
by competing with bicarbonate for the anion-binding site,
which reduces the concentration of the metal-binding HCO3-
transferrin binary species. The other way is by chelating the
metal ion in direct competition with the protein.

To fit the absorbance data from the titration of Al-
transferrin with citrate, one has to consider the transferrin
complexes Al-transferrin, Al2-transferrin, cta-transferrin,
and (cta)2-transferrin. The binding constants for Al-
transferrin and Al2-transferrin (â110

/ and â210
/ ) for pH 7.4

and 5 mM bicarbonate have been reported previously.34 The
cta-transferrin binding constants (â011

/ andâ012
/ ) have been

determined as described previously. Thus, these four equi-
librium constants serve as fixed constants in the calculations
of the Al-citrate binding constants.

When Al is bound to the C-terminal binding site, the
N-terminal is still available for binding citrate. Thus, one
must include the ternary AlC-transferrin-ctaN species in the
analysis of the difference UV data. (Here, AlC represents Al
bound to the C-terminal binding site, and ctaN represents
citrate bound to the N-terminal site.) There is little, if any,
cooperativity between metal binding at one site of transferrin
and anion binding at the other site.65 Therefore, a binding
constant for the AlC-transferrin-ctaN ternary complex can
be calculated as the product of the site-specific Al-
transferrin and citrate-transferrin binding constants.

For a protein with two equivalent binding sites, the site-
specific binding constants for the C- and N-terminal binding
sites (kC andkN, respectively) are related to the experimen-
tally measured macroscopic binding constants (K1 andK2)
by the equations

On the basis of the reported macroscopic binding constants
for aluminum,34 eqs 5 and 6 give microscopic binding
constants of logkC

Al ) 13.45 and logkN
Al ) 12.55.

For two independent binding sites, statistical factors lead
to a minimum separation of 0.6 log units between the log
K1 and logK2 values. The stepwise macroscopic binding
constants for citrate-transferrin are separated by only 0.4 log
units. Although this smaller separation could be interpreted
as indicating a positive cooperativity in the binding of citrate,

it more likely reflects experimental errors. Thus, we assign
the microconstant for the binding of the citrate to both the
C- and N-terminal binding sites as the average of the stepwise
citrate binding constants, which giveskcta ) 103.57. The
overall binding constant for AlC-transferrin-ctaN is simply

The binding constants for all the transferrin species in the
Al-transferrin-cta system can be assigned independently;
therefore, the only unknown binding constants are those of
the binary Al-cta complexes. The difference UV titrations
are conducted at a single pH of 7.4; therefore, it is not
possible to differentiate among complexes that differ only
in their proton stoichiometry. For example,â101

/ represents
the cumulative binding of all 1:1 Al:cta complexes, such as
Al:cta and Al(H-1cta)-. The initial attempts to fit the
titrations of Al-transferrin with cta consideredâ101

/ as well
asâ102

/ , representing Al(cta)2 complexes;â303
/ , representing

the Al3(cta)3(OH)4- trimer; â202
/ , representing the dimeric

Al2(H-1cta)22- complex proposed by Venturini and Ber-
thon;45 and â203

/ , representing a dinuclear Al2(H-1cta)-
(cta)24- complex recently characterized by Dakanali et al.67

The details of the various models that were considered are
given in the Supporting Information. The general result was
that the least-squares refinement consistently rejected each
of the polynuclear complexes wheneverâ101

/ was included
in the model. Sequential cycles of least-squares refinement
gave a smaller and smaller binding constant for the poly-
nuclear complex until this species no longer represented a
significant fraction of the total aluminum. The best fit of
the difference UV data was obtained using onlyâ101

/ , â102
/ ,

and the∆εM for cta-transferrin as adjustable parameters.
The observed and calculated titration curves for the titration
of Al-transferrin with citrate are shown in Figure 2. Despite
the complexity of this system, the average GOF for four
independent titrations was only 237 M-1 cm-1, indicating a
very good set of fits. The effective Al-citrate binding
constants are listed in Table 2.

Difference UV Titrations of Al -Transferrin with
Phosphate.Samples of Al-transferrin were also titrated with
phosphate (Pi), and a typical set of difference UV spectra is
shown in Figure 3. The initial spectrum is that of the Al-
transferrin complex, which is gradually transformed to the
negative spectrum of the (Pi)2-transferrin species as the
titration proceeds. As with the previously discussed citrate
system, the binding constants for all the transferrin species
except theâ111

/ for the AlC-transferrin-(Pi)N ternary com-
plex have been measured independently and can be used as
fixed values in the least-squares refinement of the phosphate
titrations.

â111
/ values for the AlC-transferrin-(Pi)N complex have

been estimated from the microscopic binding constants for
aluminum and phosphate, using the method described by eq
7. The macroscopic Pi-transferrin binding constants can be

(67) Dakanali, M.; Raptopoulou, C. P.; Terzis, A.; Lakatos, A.; Banyai, I.;
Kiss, T.; Salifoglou, A.Inorg. Chem.2003, 42, 252-254.

Scheme 1

K1 ) kC + kN (5)

1
K2

) 1
kC

+ 1
kN

(6)

â111
/ ) kC

Alkcta ) 1017.02 (7)
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used with eqs 5 and 6 to calculate site-specific microconstants
of 103.55and 102.34 for the binding of phosphate to transferrin.
It is not clear which of these constants corresponds to the
N-terminal binding site; thus, two possible values for
â111
/ s1015.79 and 1017.00swere calculated by matching the

value of kC
Al for Al-Tf with each of the two phosphate-

transferrin microscopic binding constants. Two sets of
calculations were performed to determine which value of
â111
/ gave the best fit of the Al-transferrin titration data.
The initial attempts to fit the data includedâ101

/ andâ102
/

for the 1:1 and 1:2 aluminum:phosphate complexes and the
∆εM for the Pi-transferrin complex as adjustable parameters.
Surprisingly, the refinements consistently reduced theâ101

/

constant to an insignificant value. Therefore, the titrations
of Al-transferrin with phosphate were fit using onlyâ102

/

and the phosphate-transferrin ∆εM values as adjustable
parameters. Using the lower value of 1015.79 for â111

/ , the
average GOF for the phosphate titrations was 609 M-1 cm-1.
A typical set of titration data and the calculated fit are shown
in Figure 2. For the alternative value of 1017.00, the average
GOF increased substantially, to 1730 M-1 cm-1. Thus, one
clearly obtains a better fit for the smaller value ofâ111

/ )
1015.79. The final log â102

/ value for Al-phosphate was
12.02( 0.16 (Table 2).

We could not refineâ101
/ andâ102

/ simultaneously; there-
fore, a second model was tested in whichâ102

/ was dis-

carded and replaced withâ101
/ as an adjustable parameter.

The result was a logâ101
/ value of 9.62, but the resulting

GOF value, 1281 M-1 cm-1, was substantially higher than
that obtained by varyingâ102

/ . This model attributes all the
complexation to the 1:1 complex; thus, the value of 9.62
represents an upper limit on the value of logâ101

/ .
Al-Citrate Potentiometric Titrations. Solutions of ci-

trate alone, as well as samples with both 1:1 and 2:1 cta:Al
ratios were titrated with aliquots of standardized KOH.
Titration curves were prepared by plotting the equilibrated
pH versus the equivalents of KOH added, as shown in Figure
4. As expected, the free-ligand titration shows one buffer
region corresponding to the titration of the three carboxylic
acid groups of citric acid. These data were used to calculate
citric acid pKa values of 5.70( 0.01, 4.35( 0.01, and 2.92
( 0.01, which agree with literature values for this ligand.68

The titration of a 1:1 solution of Al:cta shows one extended
buffer region at low pH that terminates with a sharp inflection
at 4.33 equiv of base. The position of the inflection indicates
that, at neutral pH, essentially all the aluminum is present
as the [Al3(H-1cta)3(OH)(H2O)]4- trimer that has been
detected in previous titrations57,69and has been characterized
crystallographically70 and by NMR.70-72 As noted previously,
H-1cta4- represents a coordinated citrate molecule in which
the central alcoholic group, as well as the three carboxylate
groups, have been deprotonated.

(68) Martell, A. E.; Smith, R. M.Critical Stability Constants; Plenum: New
York, 1974.

(69) Öhman, L.-O.; Sjo¨berg, S.J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.1983, 2513-
2517.

(70) Feng, T. L.; Gurian, P. L.; Healy, M. D.; Barron, A. R.Inorg. Chem.
1990, 29, 408-411.

(71) Bodor, A.; Bányai, I.; Tóth, I. Coord. Chem. ReV. 2002, 228, 175-
186.

(72) Bodor, A.; Bányai, I.; Zékány, L.; Tóth, I. Coord. Chem. ReV. 2002,
228, 163-173.

Figure 2. Titrations of Al-transferrin with citrate and phosphate. The
symbols represent the actual data, whereas the lines represent the least-
squares fits.

Table 2. Effective Aluminum-Binding Constants for Citrate and
Phosphate at pH 7.4

citrate phosphate

log â111
/ a 17.02 15.79

log â101
/ 11.59( 0.19

log â102
/ 14.90( 0.55 12.02( 0.16

∆εM (L-Tf) (M-1 cm-1) 8600( 1060 5770( 1070
GOFb (M-1 cm-1) 237 707

a Fixed parameter calculated from eq 7.b Goodness of fit, as defined by
eq 4.

Figure 3. Difference UV spectra generated by the titration of Al-
transferrin with phosphate in 0.1 M Hepes buffer at pH 7.4. The cumulative
concentration of phosphate for each curve is described as follows: curve
B, 0 mM (baseline); curve 1, 0.122 mM; curve 2, 0.846 mM; curve 3, 1.30
mM; curve 4, 1.80 mM; curve 5, 3.64 mM; curve 6, 4.98 mM; curve 7,
7.76 mM; curve 8, 11.35 mM; and curve 9, 16.07 mM.
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The formation of the trimer during the potentiometric
titration was confirmed by the27Al NMR spectrum. The
spectrum of the titration sample at pH 7.5 is very similar to
that reported previously for the trimer,70 with one relatively
sharp peak located at 1.5 ppm and a second, broader peak
located at 12.0 ppm with integrated intensities of 1:2.

The 2:1 titration curve in Figure 4 also shows one buffer
region that terminates with a sharp inflection near 7.33 equiv.
The position of the inflection is consistent with the release
of 4.33 protons due to the complete formation of the trimer,
combined with the release of three protons from the titration
of 1 equiv of free citric acid. This indicates that, even with
a 2:1 excess of ligand, the trimer is essentially the sole Al
species in solution at pH 7.

After the addition of∼3 equiv of base, the equilibration
times in the 1:1 titrations increased to∼25 min per point,
even though no precipitation was observed. The complete
titration required∼10 h. For the 2:1 titrations, the equilibra-
tion times were much shorter, typically<5 min per point,
through the addition of∼7.1 equiv of base, so that the
titrations could be completed in∼5 h. Because of the
differences in the equilibration times, we have more con-
fidence in the data from the 2:1 titrations, and all the bind-
ing constants reported in this paper are based only on the
2:1 titrations. All the pH values up to the addition of∼7.1
equiv of base were used in the calculations of binding
constants.

Various combinations of species have been tested to find
the model that best fits the potentiometric data. All the

models included the 1:1 complexes Al(Hcta)+ and Al(cta),
the 2:1 complexes Al(cta)2

3- and Al(cta)(H-1cta)4-, and the
well-established trimer Al3(H-1cta)3(OH)4-. Attempts were
made to add Al(H-1cta)-, Al(H-1cta)(OH)2-, Al2(H-1cta)22-,
Al2(cta)33-, and Al2(H-1cta)(cta)24- to these core species. The
results of these calculations are included in the Supplemental
Information. There was no strong evidence for including
Al(H -1cta)(OH)2- or Al(H-1cta)(cta)24-. Good fits could be
obtained by including any one of the species Al(H-1cta)-,
Al 2(H-1cta)22-, or Al2(cta)33-; however, it was impossible
to include more than one of these complexes.

To reduce the number of adjustable parameters in the
refinement of the potentiometric data, the difference UV
results were used to determine a value for the binding
constant of Al(H-1cta)-. The value ofâ101

* is the sum of the
effective binding constants of all 1:1 Al-citrate complexes,
as shown in eq 8:

where the effective binding constantâ101
/ , as determined

from difference UV titrations, is defined in eq 2 and the
formal stability constants on the right-hand side of eq 8 are
defined in eq 3. Given thatâ101

/ is 1011.59, it was clear from
the preliminary calculations and from previous stud-
ies45,56,57,73,74that neitherâ111 nor â110 makes a significant
contribution to â101

/ at pH 7.4. It was not clear how to
partition the effective binding constant betweenâ11-1 and
â11-2. At one extreme, if the effective binding is due solely
to Al(H-1cta)-, then logâ11-1 ) 4.19. Conversely, if the
binding at pH 7.4 is due solely to Al(H-1cta)(OH)2-, then
log â11-2 ) -3.21. The potentiometric data have been refined
using each of these constants, and one obtains virtually
identical GOF values.

It seems more logical to include Al(H-1cta)- rather than
adopt a model in which Al(cta) loses two protons simulta-
neously to go directly to Al(H-1cta)(OH)2-. Furthermore,
in models whereâ11-2 is fixed at 10-3.21, speciation calcula-
tions show that there would be no significant formation of
the Al(H-1cta)(OH)2- complex under the conditions of the
potentiometric titrations. Therefore, we have accepted the
log â11-1 value of 4.19 for use in analyzing the potentiometric
data. Two potentiometric models, one includingâ22-2 and
another that includesâ230 have been evaluated, and the results
are shown in Table 3. The quality of the least-squares fit is
virtually identical for the two models. Based on the mass
spectrometry results shown below, the 22-2 model is
believed to be the better choice.

Al-Citrate Electrospray Mass Spectrometry. Mass
spectra were recorded for solutions matching the potentio-
metric samples, i.e., 1 mM of Al and either 1 or 2 mM of
citrate. The solution species were protonated during the
ionization process, so that they were detected as either mono-
or dianions in the mass spectrum, regardless of their original

(73) Gregor, J. L.; Powell, H. K. J.Aust. J. Chem.1986, 39, 1851-1864.
(74) Jackson, G. E.S. Afr. J. Chem.1982, 35, 89-92.

Figure 4. Potentiometric equilibrium curves for the titration of Al-citrate
solutions with KOH. Curve A depicts citrate only, whereas curve B
represents a 1:1 cta:Al ratio and curve C represents a 2:1 cta:Al ratio. For
the titration of citrate only, an equiv unit is defined as one mole of KOH
per mole of ligand. For the Al-citrate titrations, an equiv unit is defined
as one mole of KOH per mole of aluminum. The vertical lines are drawn
at 4.33 and 7.33 equiv, which correspond to the expected location of the
inflections assuming the complete formation of the Al3(H-1cta)3OH4- trimer.
The data shown as filled circles in curve C were omitted from calculations
of binding constants, because of persistent drifting in the pH.

â101
/ ) â111[H] + â110 +

â11-1

[H]
+

â11-2

[H+]2
(8)
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charge in solution. For example, citric acid was always
observed as the H2cta-1 species atm/z191, even at pH values
where cta3- was the form present in solution. Thus, no effort
has been made to use the mass spectra to distinguish between
species that differ only in their degree of protonation, such
as Al(cta)23- versus Al(H-1cta)(cta).4- Although no alkali
metals were added to any of these samples, the spectra of a
citrate blank also showed several citrate clusters with Na+

and K+ ions. These included peaks atm/z 405 Na(H2cta)2-,
m/z 421 K(H2cta)2-, andm/z 651 K,Na(H2cta)3-.

The electrospray ionization mass spectrum of a 1:2 Al:
cta solution at pH 2.54 is shown in Figure 5A. At this pH,
one would expect a mixture of Al(Hcta)+, Al(cta)0, and a
small amount of Al(H-1cta)-. The peak atm/z 233 corre-
sponds to the gas-phase species [Al(H-1cta)‚H2O]- and the
peak atm/z 251 corresponds to [Al(cta)‚Cl]-. The largest
peak is located atm/z 407, which corresponds to [Al-
(cta)2‚2H]-. Figure 5A also shows a significant peak atm/z
431, which can be assigned to the dimeric [Al2(H-1cta)2‚H]-

anion, and a smaller peak atm/z 623 for the dinuclear
[Al 2(cta)3‚2H]- anion.

Protonation of the Al-citrate trimer to a monoanion would
give an m/z value of 665 for the gas-phase species
[Al 3(H-1cta)3‚H2O,2H]-. There is only a small peak at 665
at pH 2.5, but this peak increases substantially as the pH
increases (vide infra). In addition, there is a peak atm/z323,
which we can assign to the dianionic complex [Al3-
(H-1cta)3‚H]2-. The 2- charge for this species is indicated
by the appearance of them + 1 peak at a half-integerm/z
value. The peaks atm/z 323, 323.5, and 324 have relative
intensities 1:0.23:0.07, which agree very well with values
of 1:0.21:0.07, which were calculated on the basis of the
13C content of three citrate ligands.

The mass spectrum of a 1:2 Al:cta solution at pH 7.1 is
shown in Figure 5B. The Al-citrate trimer peaks atm/z323
and 665 have become the major peaks in the spectrum,
whereas a marked reduction is observed in the peaks of the
mononuclear 1:1 species atm/z 233 and the 1:2 complex at
m/z 407. Another peak has emerged atm/z 332, which can
be assigned as an second dianionic trimer peak corresponding
to [Al3(H-1cta)3‚H2O,H]2-, on the basis of the isotope pattern
of peaks at 332, 332.5, and 333 with relative ratios of 1:0.2:
0.06.

The mass spectra easily track the conversion of monomeric
Al-citrate to the trimer as the pH increases, as shown in
Figure 6. The monomeric 1:1 and 1:2 species, represented

Table 3. Al-Citrate Binding Constants from the Use of Different
Models To Fit Potentiometric Titrations of 2:1 cta:Al Solutions

22-2 model 230 model

log â111
a 10.66( 0.09 10.68( 0.09

log â110 8.40( 0.04 8.41( 0.04
log â11-1

b 4.19 4.19
log â120 13.56( 0.15 13.64( 0.14
log â12-1 7.65( 0.38 7.83( 0.26
log â22-2 12.12( 0.12
log â230 25.04( 0.17
log â33-4 16.15( 0.42 16.15( 0.37
GOFc 0.0081 0.0075

a âikj is defined by eq 3.b This constant is not allowed to vary during
the least-squares refinement.c Goodness of fit, as defined by eq 4.

Figure 5. Electrospray mass spectra for Al-citrate solutions ((A) 1 mM
AlCl3, 2 mM citrate, pH 2.54; (B) 1 mM AlCl3, 2 mM citrate, pH 7.1; (C)
1 mM AlCl3, 1 mM citrate, pH 2.58; and (D) 1 mM AlCl3, 1 mM citrate,
pH 6.6).

Figure 6. Plot of relative peak intensity in electrospray mass spectra as a
function of pH for solutions with 1 mM of AlCl3 and 2 mM of citrate.
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by peaks atm/z 251 and 407, decrease as the pH increases.
The concentration of the Al2(H-1cta)22- dimer follows the
same pH dependence as the monomers. In contrast, the
trimer, which is represented by peaks atm/z 323 and 665,
increases as the pH increases and becomes the dominant
species at pH>5.

The mass spectrum for a solution containing 1 mM of
aluminum and 1 mM of citrate at pH 2.58 is shown in Figure
5C. Compared to the 2:1 cta:Al solutions previously de-
scribed, there are substantial increases in the peaks atm/z
251 and 233 that are associated with the 1:1 complexes and
an increase in the peak atm/z 431 due to the Al2(H-1cta)22-

dimer. The peak for the Al(cta)2
3- species is reduced but is

still significant despite the 1:1 metal:ligand ratio. The
spectrum of a 1:1 solution at pH 6.6 is shown in Figure 5D.
At this higher pH, the peak of the bis(citrate) complex at
m/z 407 is completely gone, and only small peaks are
observed for the monomer atm/z 233 and the dimer atm/z
431. The major peaks are the trimer peaks atm/z 323 and
665.

The mass spectroscopy data indicate that, when there is a
2:1 cta:Al ratio, the potentiometric samples contain a mixture
of the Al(H-1cta)- monomer, the Al2(H-1cta)22- dimer, and
the dinuclear Al2(cta)33- complex. The mass spectroscopy
signal for the dimer is consistently larger than that for
Al2(cta)33-; therefore, we believe that the 22-2 model shown
in Table 3 is the better description of the potentiometric
results.

The mass spectra of solutions containing 500µM of citrate
and 100, 50, and 20µM of aluminum were also examined
for peaks atm/z 431, corresponding to the Al2(H-1cta)22-

dimer and atm/z 623, representing the Al2(cta)33- complex.
There were small peaks atm/z 431 in solutions with 100
µM and 50µM of aluminum; however, no peak atm/z 431
was observed at 20µM of aluminum. A small peak atm/z
623 was observed upon preparation of the 100µM aluminum
solution, but this peak disappeared after∼2 h of equilibra-
tion. No peak atm/z 623 was observed for solutions with
either 50 or 20µM of aluminum.

Rate of Al-Citrate Trimer Formation. The formation
of the Al3(H-1cta)3(OH)4- trimer is rather slow, even at
millimolar concentrations of aluminum and citrate.55,57This
suggested that, under the dilute conditions of the UV
experiments, the formation of the trimer might be too slow
for this species to form during the∼4 h time period of the
titration. To address this issue, the rate of trimer formation
was monitored by electrospray mass spectrometry. Mass
spectra were recorded as a function of time for solutions of
500 µM of citrate at pH 7.4 with either 100, 50, or 20µM
of aluminum. These initial spectra show the rapid formation
of the monomeric 1:1 species (m/z 233 and 251) and the 2:1
complex (m/z407), with relatively small peaks for the trimer.
No internal standard was available; therefore, it was not
possible to track absolute concentrations. The rate of
conversion of monomers to the trimer is illustrated in Figure
7 by plotting the ratio ofm/z 665 to m/z 407. At each
concentration of aluminum, this ratio rises to a constant
value, which is taken to be an indicator that equilibrium has

been reached. Each plot in Figure 7 can be fit to a single-
exponential function to give an apparent first-order rate
constant for the formation of the trimer.

The apparent half-life for the formation of the trimer
increases as the concentration decreases. Under the conditions
of the difference UV experiment, a maximum concentration
of 7 µM of Al -citrate forms at∼500µM of citrate. A linear
extrapolation of the half-lives in Figure 7 to 7µM gives a
half-life of ∼80 min for the formation of the trimer.

Discussion

Speciation of Low-Molecular-Mass (LMM) Al -Citrate.
There have been numerous potentiometric studies on the
complexation of aluminum by citrate.45,55-57,69,73-75 The Al-
citrate system can be titrated over a wide pH range without
obvious precipitation; however, there are regions of pH in
which very long equilibration times are involved. Because
of the slow kinetics and the complexity of the system, there
is rather poor agreement among the various published studies.
This is the first study to incorporate difference UV and mass
spectroscopy data into the analysis of Al-citrate speciation.

a. High Aluminum Concentrations. Most previous
potentiometric studies have included the species Al(Hcta)+,
Al(cta), Al(H-1cta)-, Al(cta)23-, and Al(H-1cta)(cta)4-.
However, Venturini and Berthon45 preferred the Al2(H-1cta)22-

dimer over the Al(H-1cta)- monomer, and they reported a
log â22-2 value of 12.69 forµ ) 0.15 and 37°C. The mass
spectrometric analysis of millimolar Al-citrate solutions
reported here indicates the presence of both the monomer
and the dimer, as well as a dinuclear complex with a 2:3
Al:cta ratio (Figure 6). On the basis of consideration of both
the GOF of the potentiometric data and the relative peak
intensities in the mass spectrum, we feel that the 22-2 model
in Table 3, which includes the Al2(H-1cta)22- dimer with a
log â22-2 value of 12.12, represents the best description of
the Al-citrate system. This is the first potentiometric study
to include both the monomer and the dimer for Al3+. An
Fe2(H-1cta)22- complex, and Cu2(cta)22- and Cu2(H-1cta)2
dimers, have been reported in previous potentiometric
studies.76-79

(75) Findlow, J. A.; Duffield, J. R.; Williams, D. R.Chem. Speciation
BioaVailability 1990, 2, 3-32.

(76) Timberlake, C. F.J. Chem. Soc.1964, 5078-5085.

Figure 7. Plots of the ratio of the peak intensities ofm/z 665 to those of
m/z 407, as a function of time for pH 7.4 solutions with 500µM of citrate
and either (3) 100, (O) 50, or (4) 20 µM of AlCl 3.
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The potentiometric and mass spectroscopy data reported
here cannot establish the structure of the Al2(H-1cta)22-

dimer. However, crystal structures of M2(H-1cta)2 complexes
have been reported for both Fe3+ and VO2+.80,81Each metal
in the dimer has an octahedral coordination geometry
involving two carboxylates and the alkoxide group from one
citrate plus the alkoxide and one carboxylate from the other
citrate. The sixth coordination site is occupied by water for
the ferric complex and the oxo ligand in the vanadyl
complex. It seems likely that the structure for Al2(H-1cta)22-

will be very similar to that of Fe2(H-1cta)22-.
The calculated species distribution based on the 22-2

model is presented in Figure 8. The fraction of aluminum
present as Al(H-1cta)- and as Al2(H-1cta)22- is a maximum
at pH 3.8, with 20% present as the dimer and 14% present
as the monomer. Both species decline as the pH increases
above 4, because of the growing predominance of the trimer
and bis(citrate) complexes. In the alternative 230 model, the
only change in the speciation is that the Al2(cta)33- species
accumulates over the same pH range as that for the
Al2(H-1cta)22- complex, to a maximum of 11% at pH 3.8.
There were only minor changes in the concentrations of the
remaining species shown in Figure 8.

The potentiometric models in Table 3 include two bis-
(citrate) complexes: Al(cta)2

3- and Al(H-1cta)(cta).4- Three
previous potentiometric studies have reported a second
chelate deprotonation reaction to give Al(H-1cta)25-, with
an average pKa of ∼7.3.45,55,82Inspection of Figure 8 reveals
why the Al(H-1cta)25- species is not observed in this study.
The Al(H-1cta)(cta)4- species accumulates to a maximum
of only 7% at pH 6.2. Given a pKa value of 7.3 for this
complex, the fraction of aluminum present as the depro-

tonated Al(H-1cta)25- complex would not have exceeded 3%
within the pH range used in the calculations, because of the
dominance of the trimer as the pH increases.

One can relate the effective binding constant for the 2:1
complexes at pH 7.4 to the formal stability constants, as
shown in eq 9.

The experimental value ofâ102
/ determined in this study is

1014.90. The valuesâ120 andâ12-1 from the 22-2 model give
a value of 1015.06 for the summation on the right-hand side
of eq 9, in good agreement with the difference UV results
without including any value forâ12-2. This suggests that the
pKa value for the formation of Al(H-1cta)25- is >7.3.

Both the Al(H-1cta)(cta)4- and Al(H-1cta)25- complexes
have been isolated and characterized crystallographically.77,83

Each citrate binds as a tridentate ligand through two
carboxylates and the alkoxide group, with one terminal
carboxylate remaining uncoordinated. In the Al(H-1cta)(cta)4-

complex, one of the uncoordinated carboxylate groups has
been protonated. These studies appear to have taken advan-
tage of the slow rate of the trimerization process and isolated
the Al(H-1cta)25- species quickly enough to avoid the trimer.
Indeed, when this isolated 2:1 complex is redissolved at
neutral pH, it slowly converts to the trimer.83

b. Low Aluminum Concentrations. Speciation calcula-
tions were repeated for 10µM of aluminum and 1 mM of
citrate using both the 22-2 model and the 230 model. The
results confirm that, at the low aluminum concentration that
is characteristic of the difference UV experiments, neither
of these dinuclear complexes would be formed. Thus, the
lack of any dinuclear aluminum complexes in the model used
to fit the difference UV titrations is not a concern. However,
the simulations showed that, during the difference UV
experiments, one would have expected the trimer to ac-
cumulate to a maximum of∼35% of the total aluminum at
a citrate concentration of 500µM. The calculated trimer
concentration decreases to 6% at the end of the titration as
the higher citrate concentration shifts the equilibrium to the
bis(citrate) complex. The absence of the trimer in the
difference UV experiments is attributed to the slow rate of
formation of this complex at micromolar aluminum concen-
trations, as shown in Figure 7.

Al-Phosphate Speciation.There are very serious limita-
tions to the study of the Al-phosphate system by potentio-
metric methods. The very low solubility of Al(PO4) leads to
precipitation at∼pH 3.5.43,84Thus, most studies collect data
only up to pH 3-4, which makes it even more difficult to
assess the Al-phosphate binding affinity at physiological
pH values. Four different potentiometric studies42,43,84,85show
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Figure 8. Speciation calculated using the 22-2 model from Table 3. The
curves are labeled with theijk stoichiometric coefficients for Al, cta, and
H+, respectively (see eq 3). For example, the curve labeled 111 refers to
the Al(Hcta) complex.
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a wide variation in the results, even for complexes that form
at acidic pH.

Because of these severe problems with experimental
studies of Al-phosphate near neutral pH, efforts have been
made to use linear free-energy relationships (LFERs) to
estimate binding constants for Al(PO4) and Al(PO4)(OH)-.
In 1992, Harris46 used LFERs to estimate values of logâ110

) 14.35 and logâ11-1 ) 8.37. Atkári et al.84 recently
measured several new stability constants for a series of
phosphonic acids and were thus able to construct a more
credible set of LFERs and reported two possible values of
log â110s13.5 and 11.3sand a value of 7.2 for logâ11-1.

The analysis of the difference UV titrations with phosphate
(Figure 2) indicates that the upper limit forâ110

/ , the
effective binding constant representing all 1:1 complexes,
is 109.62. If this binding is attributed entirely to Al(PO4), then
one can set an upper limit of logâ110 < 13.8. Alternatively,
one could attribute all the binding to Al(PO4)(OH)- and set
an upper limit of logâ11-1 < 6.37. It is quite clear that both
the values ofâ11-1 estimated from LFERs46,84are too large.
Of the three estimates forâ110, only the lowest value of 1011.3,
reported by Akta´ri et al.84, is consistent with the direct
competition results. Speciation calculations that included this
value of â110 indicated that this 1:1 complex would have
accumulated a maximum of only 0.1% of the total aluminum
during the difference UV titrations. This would obviously
have been undetectable in the least-squares refinement.

Low-Molecular-Mass (LMM) Ligands in Serum. It is
clear from the titration curves in Figure 2 that citrate is much
more effective than phosphate, in regard to removing
aluminum from transferrin. Normal serum contains 1.1 mM
of phosphate, compared to only 100µM of citrate.46

Speciation calculations using the effective binding constants
listed in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that 100µM of citrate will
remove∼18% of the aluminum from transferrin, whereas
1.1 mM of phosphate will remove only∼1.4% of the
aluminum.

A review of published computer simulations of the
speciation of aluminum in serum shows that these studies
have given very conflicting results.47 Some studies predicted
that citrate would be the main LMM ligand,43,86,87whereas
others predict that phosphate would be the more important
LMM aluminum binding agent.42,44,46 There are several
difficulties associated with these simulations. The calcula-
tions rely on a combination of citrate- and phosphate-binding
constants measured from separate studies. Because of the
limited pH range of some of the studies, it is often necessary
to calculate aluminum speciation at pH 7.4, on the basis of
stability constants measured at much lower pH values. Last,
the experimental studies typically use millmolar aluminum
concentrations, which are 1000-fold greater than physiologi-
cally relevant levels.

All these difficulties are reduced in the difference UV
competition studies reported here. The effective binding
constants for both Al-citrate and Al-phosphate have been

determined at an experimental pH of 7.4 and∼10 µM of
total aluminum. This is the first case in which constants for
both ligands have been determined within a single study
using a common reference ligand. Thus, these data are
particularly well-suited for evaluating the relative binding
affinities of citrate and phosphate.

Simple speciation calculations for 3µM of aluminum,
using the new constants and physiological concentrations of
transferrin, citrate, and phosphate, suggest that∼93% of the
total aluminum would be bound to transferrin. Of the pool
of LMM aluminum,∼88% of the aluminum would be bound
to citrate, 8% would be bound to hydroxide, and only∼2%
would be bound to phosphate. These new calculations are
consistent with several previous analyses of aluminum in
serum that have suggested that citrate is the primary LMM
chelating agent in serum.23,87-90 They are also consistent with
more-recent fractionation studies that indicate that∼90% of
the total serum aluminum is protein bound.21-27

We previously published an equilibrium model for the
speciation of aluminum in serum that was based on the LFER
estimates described above for logâ110 and logâ11-1 for Al-
phosphate.46 This model indicated that the LMM component
of serum was comprised of 80% Al(PO4)(OH)- and only
10% Al(H-1cta). As noted previously, the new results
reported here show that these estimated constants are much
too high. Thus, the previous speciation model is incorrect.

Recent studies using fast protein liquid chromatogra-
phy to fractionate serum appear to have detected ternary
aluminum-citrate-phosphate complexes,27,40,91and Lakatos
et al.92 reported binding constants for four ternary complexes.
We are preparing a complete serum model for aluminum
speciation that will consider ternary complexes as well as
the competition from Ca2+ and Mg2+ cations for binding to
citrate. Despite these remaining uncertainties, it is now seems
clear that citrate is the major LMM ligand for aluminum in
serum.

Conclusions

Difference UV competition experiments in which phos-
phate and citrate are used to remove aluminum directly from
serum transferrin definitively establish that citrate is the more
effective aluminum-binding agent at neutral pH. Speciation
calculations that consider the relative concentrations of these
ligands in serum confirm that citrate will be the predominant
low-molecular-mass ligand for aluminum in serum. The
detailed speciation of Al-citrate as a function of pH is still
somewhat ambiguous, because it is very difficult to clearly
identify a unique speciation model solely on the basis of
potentiometric data. Electrospray mass spectroscopy data
suggest that, at lower pH, the potentiometric solutions contain
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a mixture of 1:1 and 1:2 monomeric aluminum:citric acid
(Al-cta) complexes, as well as a 2:2 Al:cta dimer and a
small amount of a 2:3 dinuclear Al:cta complex, whereas a
3:3 trimer dominates at neutral pH. The best overall model
for Al-citrate was obtained using the difference UV results
to set the value forâ11-1 and calculating values ofâ111, â110,
â120, â12-1, â22-2, andâ33-4 from the potentiometric data.
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